Rationale and benefits of classification of hypertension severity.
Classification schemes for hypertension are helpful in defining the condition, quantitating risk, estimating prognosis, and guiding management. Most "classic" systems classify hypertension based on the blood pressure level, according to "relative risk" (the proportional likelihood of cardiovascular events occurring as blood pressure--either systolic, diastolic, or both--rises). Several recent systems are based on "absolute risk," and quantify the risk for adverse events related to other cardiovascular risk factors besides hypertension. Classification schemes based on the pattern of blood pressure elevation, extent of damage to target organs from hypertension, and laboratory evaluations have also been suggested, but are, of necessity, more complicated than systems based simply on the blood pressure readings. Two novel systems of classifying hypertension have recently been proposed, incorporating most of the desirable attributes of the simpler (and widely used) methods of "staging" blood pressure, but adding a subscript to indicate the presence ("c") or absence ("u") of complications or other risk factors present in a given patient. This system also uses a subscript "e" to indicate the presence of a widened pulse pressure (more common in the elderly); such patients are more likely to benefit from hypertension treatment. A complete medical history and physical examination and a few inexpensive laboratory tests provide essentially all the information needed to classify an individual as "complicated" or "uncomplicated." This system also provides a guide to treatment, because drug therapy should be used sooner in those with complicated hypertension. Implementation of this system is likely to be enhanced if compensation for health care providers were higher when treating the higher stages of hypertension, especially an elderly patient with complicated hypertension, compared with a younger person with uncomplicated hypertension.